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Crackling with energy from start to finish, this hardcover solo debut from USA Today and New York
Times bestselling authorJack Du Brul confirms Clive Cussler’s assurance that DuBrul "is the finest
adventure writer on the scene today."

On a stormy night in 1937, the German zeppelin Hindenburg cuts through the clouds over rural New Jersey.
On board, a madman has traveled across the Atlantic bearing a safe holding a secret so terrible that it may
change the course of history. His efforts to protect his cargo have led him to commit murder, but the most
dangerous part of the journey still remains—the arrival at Lakehurst Naval Air Station. In a moment of clear
thinking, the murderer throws the safe overboard, thinking that he will return for it later. The conflagration at
landing destroys that plan and the safe recedes into history.

Seven decades later, mining engineer Philip Mercer is in the Central African Republic searching for a
precious metal used in the manufacture of cell phones. In the face of a mounting civil war, Mercer tries to
help local villagers escape from rebel forces. Along the way, he meets up with Cali Stone, an attractive field
researcher for the CDC. This particular village suffers from one of the highest rates of cancer in the world.
All that saves them from execution at the hands of the rebel troops is the intervention of an unknown military
force. Once back in the states, Mercer’s detective work leads him to the long-lost safe and the cryptic letter
inside: Dear Albert, I believe I have succeeded. The element you seek does exist in nature. This letter
launches Mercer on the most spectacular adventure of his career, one that will leave a nation in flames and a
city in ruin, and reveal the truth behind three thousand years of legend.
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From reader reviews:

Lois Reyna:

Often the book Havoc will bring you to the new experience of reading a book. The author style to describe
the idea is very unique. In the event you try to find new book to see, this book very suitable to you. The book
Havoc is much recommended to you to read. You can also get the e-book from your official web site, so you
can quicker to read the book.

Rita Hackett:

Is it an individual who having spare time after that spend it whole day by means of watching television
programs or just telling lies on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Havoc can be the
response, oh how comes? The new book you know. You are consequently out of date, spending your free
time by reading in this completely new era is common not a nerd activity. So what these publications have
than the others?

Coleman Bailey:

What is your hobby? Have you heard which question when you got learners? We believe that that concern
was given by teacher on their students. Many kinds of hobby, Everyone has different hobby. And you know
that little person just like reading or as studying become their hobby. You must know that reading is very
important as well as book as to be the thing. Book is important thing to increase you knowledge, except your
own personal teacher or lecturer. You find good news or update concerning something by book. Amount
types of books that can you decide to try be your object. One of them is Havoc.

Barbara Fontenot:

Some individuals said that they feel weary when they reading a book. They are directly felt this when they
get a half areas of the book. You can choose the particular book Havoc to make your own reading is
interesting. Your own skill of reading talent is developing when you like reading. Try to choose simple book
to make you enjoy you just read it and mingle the feeling about book and reading through especially. It is to
be 1st opinion for you to like to wide open a book and study it. Beside that the e-book Havoc can to be your
friend when you're sense alone and confuse with the information must you're doing of that time.
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